Similarity between natural language texts, sentences in terms of meaning, known as textual entailment, is a generic problem in the area of computational linguistics. In the last few years researchers worked on various aspects of textual entailment problem, but mostly restricted to English language. Here in this paper we present a method for measuring the semantic similarity of Bengali tweets using WordNet. Moreover we defined partial textual entailment (PTE) as in real data partial entailment cases are equally prevalent with the complete/direct entailment. Although by definition entailment is a directional relationship, but here we consider entailment more as semantic similarity.
Introduction
Variations of natural language expression make it difficult to determine semantically equivalent sentences. The beauty of natural languages is similar meaning could be expressed in countless ways; therefore it is a very complex task to measure relatedness of natural language sentences. Morpho-Syntactic variations of similar meaning expressions are more prevalent in social media text due to its informal nature. Semantic similarity score plays important role in many Natural Language Applications (NLP) such as multi-document summarization (MDS), question answering(QA), information extraction(IE) (Bhagwani et al., 2012) . Several researchers have explored numbers of semantic similarity methods mostly for English but very less for Indian languages and almost nothing for Bengali. Technically these methods can be categorized into two groups: dictionary/thesaurus-based (one such example is edge counting-based) methods and corpus-based (one such method is information theory-based) methods (Li et al., 2003) . Edge counting based methods use only semantic links and corpus based methods combine corpus statistics with taxonomic distances.
The objective of this work is to design a system to measure semantic similarity score between two Bengali tweets. We adopted a lexical based method; the words are grouped into clusters in terms of their senses along with their synonyms. Our proposed method centered on analyzing shared words similarity among tweets.
Partial Textual Entailment (PTE) is defined as a bidirectional relationship among a sentence/tweet pair. It defines partial/complete meaning inference from one sentence/text from another text. We define these following 4 detailed PTE categories: 1. Type 1: If both the given texts are having same information and mean same, then it is a case of direct entailment and should be noted as (X=X In all the above cases X, Y, Z represents a block of information in a given text. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes corpus acquisition and annotation process, followed by section 3 introduced WordNet structure and the preprocessing step. Section 4 details experiment and evaluation setup. In the section 5 we reported performance of the baseline system. Section 6 is a discussions section on errors in results. Section 7 reviews related work and finally the section 8 concludes the paper.
Corpus Acquisition and Annotation

Corpus
To create Bengali tweet corpus for the proposed entailment problem we targeted tweets on specific contemporary popular topics. The rationale behind topic based tweets collection is to capture people's natural way of explaining an event using different synonymous words and varied syntactic formations while expressing the same meaning. A paid Twitter API 1 has been used for this purpose. In few topics tweets were surprisingly higher, more than 2000, in some topics number of tweets were less or around 100.
Annotation and Corpus Statistics
For the manual annotation of semantic similarity among tweets, we involved two human annotators, who are native Bengali speakers but not linguist. An automatic cosine similarity method applied to same topic cluster to prune tweet pairs for the annotation from the corpus. An experimentally chosen threshold then set to create annotation pairs. Finally tweet pairs are being manually marked according to the PTE types. Annotation agreement has been measured on a small subset, randomly chosen on one topic: having 100 sentence pairs. We found the annotation consensus is of 0.86 kappa (Cohen J, 1960) . One empirical question could be raised here that cosine similarity based pruning is a biased method, whereas empirically there are countless ways to express same meaning with different set of words (synonyms). To make sure we thoroughly analyzed our left out part of the corpora (left out after cosine pruning) and found only handful cases (3-4%) where people use different wordings altogether.
The annotation process produced a set of 804 tweet pairs, among them 350 tweet pairs were found as entailed and 454 tweets pair annotated as negative cases. The exact distribution of the different PTE classes in the annotated data is shown in following Table 1 : Distribution of tweet pairs in PTE classes It could be noticed that there are significant presence of PTE 2 and 3 classes in the real corpus, whereas the majority class is till the direct entailment case. Now an argument could be raised that why these negative examples i.e. PTE-04 type is so essential to include. The rationale is, these negative examples are so important because this is the exclusion set made by annotators despite of high cosine similarity value with their peers. The average cosine similarities score of the negative examples are 0.25 and for PTE-03 is 0.35. Ranges and average cosine similarity scores on the golden set is reports in the Table 2 : Ranges of cosine similarity scores
Bengali WordNet
WordNet is a lexical semantic network to hold semantic relations like synonyms and wordsenses as the nodes of the network and relations of the synonyms and word-senses are the edges of the network. In WordNet, meaning of each word is represented by a unique word-sense and a set of its synonyms called synset. We have collected the Bengali WordNet developed by Das and Bandyopadhyay as described in , consists total 12K numbers of synsets.
Pre-Processing
Text pre-processing is a vital pre-requisite while working with noisy social media text. Pre-processing involves splitting tweet into valid tokens: words and symbols, stemming, moving out stop words and part-of-speech tagging. The CMU tweet tokenizer (Gimpel et al., 2011) has been used here. Although it is primarily developed for English but also works well for other languages like Bengali. We used the Bengali stop word list, made available publicly by ISI Kolkata 2 . For the POS tagging the system developed by (Dandapat et al., 2007) has been used. Although the POS tagger is not trained on social media text and accuracy of the tagger on tweet has not been measured. This is something we would like to do next.
To trim all the surface word forms into corresponding root we developed one simple rule based Bengali Stemmer. Our stemmer concentrated on framing rules for stemming word categories like noun, verb adverb and adjectives. To frame the rules for stripping suffixes and prefixes we drew inspirations and knowledge from (Dash, 2014) and .
Similarity Computation
We devised two kinds of similarity measurement methods for word level then accumulated those word-level similarities to sentence level.
Computation of Word Similarity
Study from different psychological experiments demonstrates that semantic similarity is obviously context-dependent (Medin et al., 1993) , (Tversky, 1977) . Meaning of a word in sentence is context-dependent, which effects semantic similarity. For example, খোওয়োর আকগ হোি ভোকলো েকর ধু কয় রনকব ENG: Before the meal, wash hands properly তরয়োনু জ এর হিযোেোকে ওর ও হোি তেল ENG: He was also involved in the Riyanuj murder case. Two above cited sentences have a common word -হোি/hand‖, but the word meaning is different in two sentences. In the first sentence -হোি‖ implies a part of human body and in 2 nd sentence -হোি‖ implies association/involvement in one event.
For the semantic similarity calculation among two given words w 1 and w 2 , we computed a scalar distance of these words in the meaning-spaces based on the synsets of these words extracted from the WordNet. If w 1 and w 2 both belong to same sysnset i.e.w 1 is a synonym of w 2 or vice versa, then the distance (d) between w 1 and w 2 is 0 and the semantic similarity score is 1, otherwise, the distance (d) between w 1 and w 2 is 1 and semantic similarity score is 0.
For example:
োরদর্শী (Expert) Calculated semantic similarity score is 1.
Sentence Similarity Computation
For the sentence level similarity calculation we performed two sets of experiments. One with fine-grained entailment PTE classes i.e. the 4 classes and the other is a binary classification task: entailed or not entailed.
To determine the semantic similarity score of two given tweets A and B, we first pre-processed the tweets as described in the section 2.2 and calculated the length of tweets. Say, x is the length of tweet A and y is the length of tweet B. tweets. Matching weight of tweet A computed by summing all the row wise cell weight and Matching weight of tweet B computed by summing all the column wise cell weight. In above cited example matching weight of both tweet A and B is 6. Following formula is used to determine the semantic similarity score between tweet A and tweet B.
An important point is that the proposed similarity value is based on each of the individual word similarity values, so that the overall similarity always reflects the influence of each word and its senses. According to the proposed semantic similarity score formulation, similarity values ranges from 0 to 1. If all the words of tweet A get semantically similar to all the words in tweet B, score will be 1, and will be 0 if there is no match.
Performance
System performance has been evaluated in two folds: with the binary (entailed or not) classes and with the fine-grained PTE classes. For performance evaluation we measured similarity score of all the tweet pairs in a class. Then experimentally, we set threshold to achieve optimum accuracy for each class. Decided threshold values are reported in the Table 3 : Threshold values of semantic similarity for Bengali tweets.
Accuracy results of our proposed system on binary class and fine-grained classes considering the pre-set threshold values are reported in Table  4 and 5. Table 6 : English tweet pairs in PTE classes Then we applied our proposed algorithm to determine the semantic similarity using English WordNet 4 (Boyd-Graber et al., 2006) . All the POS tagged tweets are pre-processed by removing stop words 5 and lemmatization (Manning et al, 2014) . System performance on these English tweet pairs measured in two folds: binary classes and fine-grained PTE classes. For each fold we achieved optimum accuracy with the pre-defined threshold values as mentioned in the table 7. Performance of the proposed system on the SemEval English tweets is reported in the Table 9 : Performance on the PTE classes for English tweets Results on English tweets are directly comparable with (Xu et al., 2014) , named as MULTIP, make use of features like string comparison, POS and topic words. The reported final accuracy was 71.5 (F-Measure), whereas feature ablation shows string + POS features achieved 49.6 (Fmeasure), is directly comparable with our system's result: 61.13 on binary classes, while our system is only using WordNet based lexical features. Performance degradation on fine-grained classes is quite natural NLP phenomena. Integration of POS and topic words feature into our system could be straight-forward but extracting those features for Bengali tweets, demands research endeavors as those NLP tools are unavailable presently for the language. Table 10 : Baseline system Performance on the PTE classes for Bengali tweets. We have developed a very basic system to categorize Bengali tweets according to the defined PTE classes. Two tweets compared using only word matching and without WordNet information. This simple method returns a similarity score among two tweets. We calculated similarity score for all the PTE class tweets and experimentally set threshold for each class to achieve highest accuracy. Threshold values for each class and the accuracy of the system reported in table 10.
Baseline System and
Performance of the proposed system over the baseline system shows better accuracy and also clarifying the fact that PTE recognition is more challenging than the classical unidirectional textual entailment recognition.
Discussion
System's poor performance on the fine-grained classes is a natural phenomenon for any NLP system. This is an ongoing work. Here in this section we are discussing on challenges related with the PTE classes.
Let us first explain why PTE classes identification is required. Common information boundary detection is essential for various applications for example multi-document summarization (MDS). A MDS needs to remove common information chunks before the aggregation.
Indeed automatic PTE detection for social media text is a challenging problem. Moreover additional NLP resources for a resource scarced language like Bengali are not well developed. Looking at the error types we decided to go for a system can take both the feature input: lexical and syntactic, but dependency parser development for Bengali tweets is a separate problem altogether.
Confusion matrix is drawn for Bengali tweets ( Figure 2 ) and English tweets (Figure 3 ) to understand overlap between PTE classes and it has been observed PTE02-PTE03 are closely overlapped with each other on both the data set. Figure 3: Confusion matrix for English tweets.
Golden
Related Works
Automatic detection of textual entailment is a well-studied discipline, but most of the endeavors so far concentrated on English, almost no work on Indian languages especially on Bengali.
There are many approaches to measure semantic similarity of words and sentences based on simple organizational schemes like Dictionary to complex organizational schemes like WordNet [Fellbaum, 2010] and ConceptNet [Liu et al., 2004] . The model proposed by [Tversky, 1977] is one of the early works in this area. Technically these methods can be categorized into two groups: edge counting-based (or dictionary/thesaurus-based) methods and information theory-based (or corpus-based) methods (Li et al., 2003) . Among two approaches, very less research work done on edge counting based method. Rada et al. (Rada, R et al., 1989) , proposed a metric called distance, which determines the average minimum path length over all pair wise combinations of nodes between two subsets of nodes. Distance measure has been used to assess the conceptual distance between sets of concepts when used on a semantic net of hierarchical relations and represents the relatedness of two words Due to the specific applications of edge counting based method like medical semantic nets (Li et al., 2003) , most of the research on semantic similarity followed information theory based method (Resnik, 1993a) work is the first work on information theory based system which proposed modeled the selectional behavior of a predicate as its distributional effect on the conceptual classes of its arguments. This model experiment result suggests that many lexical relationships are better viewed in terms of underlying conceptual relationships. In a later work (Resnik, 1993b) focuses on two selectional preferences and semantic similarity as information-theoretic relationships involving conceptual classes and demonstrates the applicability of these relations to measure semantic similarity between two words. A model proposed by (Lee et al., 1993) also measured the distance of the nodes using edge weights between adjacent nodes in a graph as an estimator of semantic similarity. The work by (Richardson et al., 1994) has proposed a WordNet based scheme for Hierarchical Conceptual Graphs (HCG) to measure semantic similarity between words. System proposed by (Li et al., 2006) , uses a semantic-vector approach to measure sentence similarity. Sentences are transformed into feature vectors having individual words from the sentence pair as a feature set. System proposed (Liu et al., 2008) an approach to determine sentence similarity, which takes into account both semantic information and word order. They define semantic similarity of sentence 1 relative to sentence 2 as the ratio of the sum of the word similarity weighted by information content of words in sentence 1 to the overall information content included in both sentences. The method proposed by (Liu et al., 2013) presents an information theory based approach of calculating the similarity between very short texts and sentences using WordNet, common-sense knowledge base and human intuition.
For Bengali text the work by (Sinha et al., 2012) design and develop a Bangla lexicon based on semantic similarity among Bangla words from Samsad Samarthasabdokosh. The lexicon is hierarchically organized into categories and subcategories. The words are grouped into clusters along with their synonyms. Weighted edges between different types of words related to same or different concepts or categories exist, denoting the semantic distance between them. (Sinha et al., 2014) proposed a hierarchically organized semantic lexicon in Bangla and also a graph based edge-weighting approach to measure semantic similarity between two Bangla words.
Our work is on information theory based method rather edge counting based method. Edge counting method is expedient for particular applications with constrained taxonomies (Li et al., 2003) . In this paper, our work explains an approach to determine semantic relatedness between any two tweets.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents an initial approach to measure semantic similarity between two Bengali tweets, based on the words meanings. Bengali tweets are less noisy in nature compared to English. In general people do use less abbreviated forms (‗gr8' for great), word play (‗goooood' for good) and etc., but Romanization / transliterated writing and code-mixing is very much prominent in Indian social media. Even romanization of Indian languages has no writing standard. People are literally whimsical about spelling over social media; for example pyari (beloved) could be written in various phonetically similar spellings: pyaari, payari, piari, and etc. We are currently working on PTE detection on code-mixed Bengali tweets.
